High Tech Ideas for Low Tech Classrooms (CN09989)

Wed 11 March, 2015 4-6pm
A beginner level ‘Show ‘n’ Tell’ session that shares ideas, tips and tricks for integrating the ICT capabilities in Languages classes with limited access to technologies.

$30 AISWA / $45 Catholic / $65 non-members

Digital Footprints (CN09988)

Thursday 14 May, 2015, 4-6pm
Explore how to create, manage, and maintain your online identity and professional learning network in Languages. If you don't manage your online identity, someone else will. This intermediate level seminar explores how to set up and maintain a “professional Languages teacher identity” online and delves into Professional Learning Networks (PLNs). Issues of cyber safety; what we can/can't do via social media with students; issues surrounding Open Education Resources (OER) and Copyright; will also be discussed.

(BYOT)
$30 AISWA / $45 Catholic / $65 non-member

Digital Feedback in 1:1 BYOT/BYOD Languages Learning Environments (CN09987)

Wednesday 25 June, 2015, 9am – 3pm
Explore different ways of giving digital feedback on digital student work. Now that students are submitting their work digitally, how do we mark and return it? Participants will experiment with different methods for annotating digital content (text and audio-visual submissions); creating screencasts; and managing submissions/resubmissions and returns. We will also explore the tricky question of "What makes good feedback? ... And then what?” This “skills-based” hands-on workshop is for confident ICT users working in 1:1 BYOT environments.

$125 AISWA / $150 Catholic / $200 non-member

We rely on your signature to be able to credit you with PL hours. Failure to sign in will result in you being billed for non-attendance and your PL hours being revoked.

Please email Ana Randall at arandall@ais.wa.edu.au two working days prior for all cancellations. Failure to do so will result in a non-attendance or late cancellation fee charged to your school. Where there is no fee, your school will be billed for costs incurred by AISWA (catering, etc.).